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Mr. DaVid w. Rosebrugh is well known to inost of our 
readers as the' former Secretary of the A.,A.V .s .o. 

Some months ago Mr. Rosebrugh approached me about the 
problem of a possifile Planetary Section of the A.A.v.s.o. 
"Ravin~ been concerned since 1936 With the question of how 
best to promote useful lunar and planetary observations 
among amateurs, I was greatly interested in his idea; and 
we have had much pleasant correspondence on this subject. 
Mr .. Rosebrugh, better known a.s "Dave" to his astronomiGJll 
friends, has spent considerable time and effort on this 
project in contactin_g prominent astronomeps and Jn _s9~ici
tlng optnfonc~§'.- He much de:serves the. thanks of a11 of us. 
You,. the members of The Association of Lunar and Pl·anetary 
'O'b'Servers, are the final court. What will best serve the 
future of lunar and planetary science? 

WALTER H. HAAS, Editor 

FELLOW READERS OF uTHE STROLLING ASTRONOMER": 

The time has come, I think, to organize lunar and 
planetary observing on this continent on a formal basis, as 
it is organized in England under the British Astronomical 
Association. Do you agree? 

If you do agree, here are three possible plans of 
action. tNe may ask the American Association of Variable 
Star Observers (AAVSO) to set up a Planetary· Section under 
Mr. 1.11Jalter H. Haas as Chairman, ·as the AAVSO did for Solar 
t~vork under Mr. Neal J. Heines. We may ask for affiliation 
with the newly-organized Amateur Astronomers League (AAL). 
Or we may maintain our own independent organization. 

The writer at the suggestion of Mr. Haas and thenr 
leader..s ot: the AAVSO and the AAL has already taken steps 
towards s·ounding out these organizations as to what st'e~ps 
they think are best for promoting the interests of lunar and 
planetary observers - But what do YOU think? YOU are the 
ones who have the real say. 

Here are .iust a few matters to be considered: 
Where should we publish our observational results? 

Presumably THE STROLLING ASTRONOIY}ER can help fi 11 current 
needs, and long papers can appear in· such larger magazines 
as POPULAR ASTRONOMY and JOU~NAL OF THE ROYAL ASTRONOMICAL 
SOCIETY OF CANADA (as they have in the past). Or should 
we have a monthly half-page in such a magazine as SKY AND 
TELESCOPE? 

What should be done with the observations made? It 
appears best to submit these toW. H. Haas at the University 
of New Mexico, who has been a sort of 11 de facto" director 
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• ;_ . '.. ~ or1"J~ · ·"' :~· -~ .... :( .\··. "·; "'.:. r.r· ·: •• , z • ...- _ ", ' . 

of such work' r.~.r som~ ;·:Y·~'*.+llili\'' .·ought. w~ .to have. ·se'ts. of 
ins~ructions .. fg,I'd).bserv~p.g.,,. otanks for re,por.tin.g data, etc.? 

· Wi lJ ~fftJi atiprt.wJth,~pcp a·JH'OU.P .!f.S ,.the AAVSO or the 
APL give·1.1s·· ?-n;.~~ya_htag~·o~~::._p:restige? ··~:litn:-our group, if1 

· tu~ '· add . ~orne tptn,£; ~(q_._· f.'th,'fl?-j,)_,~ to ~he s. r':·r;.>rgani z at ions'? I 
~hink th~r~.would l)e mu.);;JJE;~ b~neflt~···~~;;.tr" ,· . 

. , ' ··· There i s .. 1 of.' course._, a. financia~ •prob;Lem inv,o). ved in 
· '·any· sort of formal, or.gani~at.iori. Mone:y,.wi;Ll be needed for 
·,~postage, 'for cuts ,i1ri' maga~·:i;#~< .. art-icle~' ':ror cierical work 

1ln the redu·ction of·observat1ons, etc. ,If.we beqome a really 
going ·concern, &n eventual.,a:nnual ·sum of ·$200 may be 

,. .. ··de-sir-e:bl:e. · !'~rhaps·-af1'1liati'Qr{vath a la!'ger organization 
would help solve this. prc;)blem~~·:. 1 •. :· ·: 

Please write me about these 'matters and express your 
opinions freely so that Mr. Haas, the AAVSO and the APL 

·:m:ay have your guidance in promoting the interests of amateur 
lunar and planetary observers. I shall, in tur~, keep you 
informed in THE STROLLING ASTRONOMER of subsequent develop-
ments. 

DAVID W. ROSEBRUGH, 
87 ·Fern Circle, ~ :;. ~: 1! 

. ... " 
.... , Waterbury 69_,; ·. ··· 

Connecticut., .tr .. s .A • 
. ' .. _; - ... - .. - .. - - -- . I 

SOLAR SYSTEM.BULLETIN 

··The rema~kable South Tropical Str,eak .on Jupiter noted 
· in our Ma.rch,"!ind April l,Ssue's :!~till exists~- Here :are some 

recent·longi'tvdes in System IIqf points in it, according 
to observat·i·ons .by the editor: : ·· .. · · · 

Date S Prec. N Prec·. N Fol. S Fol. 
.:, 

(U .T.) Corner Corner Corner Corner 

March 22 315° 321° 335° 337° 

March ·29 305 316 330 332 

Apri.l ~11 312 316 326 332 

April 18 307 313 322 327 

April 27 304 312 320 320 

·It will be noted that the featl.,lre· is growing ·markedly 
shorter because of the differing motion O'f its two ends. 
This behavior is very reminiscent of the similar Streak of 
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1941 an0-•1,94:2. If analogy may be used f()r risky predicting, 
·t.he ~ilJ.~;o·x\ w·o,-!"1 d. eyess 4thati ,the pr~s~pt··~\?:jflc.ti W;:b.ll b\..gone 
b J . . , "'-, --:r ~ . . ., v • . . . . .. y ·. urte '·..1. s ":'"" .. ·. ·· · ... •_.,.'; . • . · .. ·. . · ! · . i ". . , 

. .. '. ~ ~tc~!1~, ·~:9/l.'-~Y~~ ons. ~Y. Ph~' edi ~9r or ~~he Red Spot.····~ .... ,.::, 
J; . : ..._,-:- -r- lie~. S,pot" :I!~Itow ·r~:u)fA. t<m·;;J;u-pi tl3:r;::ljhd\t~,.~~ ·~ ;notabf-eg ·~· 

changes. since earlier in ~he appA.ri ti ofl ~ FF>om March' 22 tO' 
April 27, there has been obser•ved a large white oval area 
in the- South Tropical Zone. presumed to be the Red Spot 
Hollow.. In Apri 1 this ~.:r_olt_qw (_;?) e.~~_.ende9: from about 210° 
to about 230° (System IIj'$· ·'As· usuat·rn recent years, the 
~outh compqnent · .. of t_ne',.-~t:?~p.tl: Equat ori.al B,~l t has been faint 
whe~_e. t;qu,chtn-~ ... t.na~ J.Plies"w~.d).,}ip.l:lq.w 'find._ much ~darker .1.~.~
rnediately following j.t_.~ ... :.:· · ... ; .. · · ·· · · · · · 

· .. 

. A.F • .0 1 D •. Al.e:x9;nd~r wr.i~es that on ~arch ·22, W.~.- Fox 
·: in~ England sa;;v s·o,me dark BP,O~s,.:at the h·orth edge of the 

..South Equatorial Belt (the main belt). on Sat-urn. :If theS'e 
a.pots can be -ide!].tifi~d with some. noted by 'the ·editOr in' 
March and earl.y April,. a rotation-period of 10 hrs., . · · ·· 
).4 ·mina •. is indict:rted, ,Jt9,o.ordin.g to _Dr. Alexa!fder~ W·e .. 
afge our r~aders ·al:way~_.to record carefull:v·.Qe~tra:l meri-

a . trans~ts of _any Saturn~ an featur.es tihat they may be 
able to detect. ·• .. · ·-· 

Drawings of C.onon by E. :J ~ Reese on M.arch'3l'-and: · · .. 
April 1 show two low moundS" ·in' 'the nofth ·l:lai'f:·of ·t'lie~:tfl'oor·· 
and a delicate cleft in t;qe south haLf.· . They' .qui·t~ .ra·i:l 

.to show f.lny central peak (see Gooqacre' s Moon)·. ·Try ·your 
telescope on this crater. · · ~. ·.: :· '.---:- · · 

.. Will your telescope shov/"'the. J-oVian. satellites in 
transit against their prim~.;r;y?. ~UP~.~e.~ ;III, is doubtless 
·the easiest t.hus to detect of the t:hree· ·large satellites 
currently having t~ansits •· Ju:piter· 1:r '·is ·much harder to. see 

... near the center. of Jupiter,' but ·-E~1-· J. ·Reese has observed .. 
ft easi 11 ther.e with a 6.-inqht elescope. Jupiter II is 
much more difficult still; tne ~ditor twice perceived it 
as a gray spot in transit with· an 18 .... inch refractor. ,._, 

.. 
·-- - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - ~ -·- - - - - - - -

Editor:. 

Counsellor: 

) 

,. 

' WALTER H. HAAS, ·~nstructor· of Math., . 
.. .. ... _Vni v ~·of New Mexico. 

Astronomer, Institute of Meteoritics, 
University_of New ¥exico, 
Albuque·;rque ,, New Mexico. 

.. . . \ . . . 

Dr. L. LA PAZ~ Head of Mathematics Dept., 
· · Urt~ver'sity of New Mexico. 

Di'r.ector, Institute·of Meteoritics, 
--- -~niversfty of New Meiico, . 

Albuquerque, N. M~ 
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THE ADA p·TA·TlON_ of the T£LES~COPE 
(Ref/ ect1n·g)_ to .LU:NAR·: -~ P~/4NETAR.Y Wqr.k 

. ,. . ' : ;• -- ... 

' ' 
... :•, '. ·, ... 

By. 

... 'FRANK R. VAUGHN .. 

. . : . . 
;·..-

. ...... ,-r: , . 

·!1'. 

The ·title. of 'this paper is .misleading in a sense, since 
an _-i;nstwment -adapte-Gl-:fQr' :lunar a.nd.·planetary work is 
actually ·best for nearly all observation •.. 

Very few,teleseopes .are built specifically for deli
cate observations, except fo.r the general idea of the maker 
that·the telescope sha~ll be a 11 good one". There is, how
ever, a vast differehc~ between the design of the reflec
tor as usually made, and the Ldea1 type, which probably 
should .be of the order of f :20 or more, figured off-axis 
(no obstruction}., ·and mounted ln ·an oversized tube having 
good insulation qualities.. As no telescopes having all 
the abov:e characteristi'cs are known to me, a slightly more 
practical p_osition is in orderf' in whi~h certain assump• 
tiona concerning ·tele~copes likely to be. owned by readers 
will be made. . -

No one instrumen:tis li'ltely to possess all the faults 
listed below; but I think most will have someof them: 

' -

2·. 

3. 
4. 

Defecti,ve primary mirror. 
a. po·orly corrected or astigmatic·. 
b. of too high. a relative aperture 

· (low ·f. number) • 
c. poor support of' primary mirror .. 

Defect! ve diagon-al. 
. ··a. low ·:degree of planeness. 

b. "plater glass" dia:gonal ~-p-oor ·quality 
of polish). 

c. exces~ive.siz~. 
d. unneceasari~y heavy supports. 

Eyepieces of poor quality. 
Metal tube, or tube only slightly larger 

than primary mirror. · 

It will be noted that men~ion of the mounting itself 
has been neglected, and I think that this is only of minor 
importance since much good work has been done with mountings 
having not even-"' slow motions. A good, clock-driven e.qua
_torial with slow motions is, of course, much to be desired; 
but· it is of much less importance practically than the 
things listed above. 



Delicate work is impossible with a poor, o~ geo~ 
metrically unsuitable) mirror or with a good cne pearly 
supported (hence with induced errors). 

Spherical aberrat'Icn· may be thought of 8S rotated 
astigmatism; that is, if ~nG places an off-&xis diaphragm 
over a spherical mirror_. J.!l astigmatic image ·,vi~.l result, 
owin~ to the non-sy~~etrical nature of the surface to im~ 
pingin~ axial rays in this sector. A paraboloid is, of· 
course, in this sense symmetrical to such r~ys, while astig
matic to rays emanating from its mean center of curvature 
(the sphere is perfectly symmetrical to such rays). _ Thus, 
if the aforementioned off-axis diaphragm is placed in many 
positions at once (spherical mirror--parallel axial rays) 
about the axis, or effectively a mirror at full aperture, 
we see that although parallel reflected rays from any small 
area about the axis are astigmatic at focus, the total of 
these areas is symmetrically distributed, hence a round but 
blurred image. 

From the above it will be seen that unsymmetrical 
diaphragming of a poorly c·orrected primary mirror is un
sound optics, since nearly all the evil effects are retained. 
Symmetrical diaphragmi~ may apparently improve matters 
sli~htly, but here one runs rapidly into difficulties from · 
an obstruction (diagonal) of large size re).ative to the 
mirror and also from decreased light-grasp. Need one mention 
the serious loss of resolvin p~ power over what would be 
potentially possible with the original aperture? · 

In view of the above it is obvious that the only ef
fective means of dealing with an imperfect mirror is refig
uring or, if the owner feels unable to do this himself, 
having the glass refigu~ed by a reputable person (even so, 
it is desirable to give the refigurer a clear understanding 
of what is wanted, and of what will be demanded, possibly 
on some sort of "money-back" arrangement) . · 

If the primary mirror is of hi~h relative aperture 
(say f:4 to f:8) the Barlow, or negative, lens is useful, 
as I have verified. Good ones are sold by several optical 
r.ouses at reasonable prices. 

It occasionally happens, usually with mirrors of above 
J.C. cl"h.:res aperture, that poor performance may be traced to 
ir.J.ct-:.guatc or :ncorrect support .of -che glass. This subject 
5 s qJ.PqJat<"~Y dPalt '~'':i. th ~n _A.~_M_:_, to which the reader is 
:r~ f r; .l~:rol-1 .. 

('ln b0 rv::t=..!"lued j_n the June Issue) 
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AN OBSERVATIONAL PROGRAM FOR · AMATEURS 
' . 

Jupiter presents more detail than any ot~.er planet 
for ordinary-sized telescopes. There is perhaps no more 
easy, and no mo:;:e wo:c.,thw~ ~~ ::_e planetarY obsorvc.ticna:.. pro
gram for the a~Jerage am2'::e1.:r trum the recording of t:;he 
central meridian (CM) tr·ansi.ts of marks on this planGt. 
As Jupiter rcta.tcs: t;he S)Ots' ·Jn his visible surface mqve 
across the disc from right to left, a3 seen in the simply 
inverting telescope. One times, to the nearest ·minute only, 
when a particalar spot is on the central meridian; in other 
words, midWt:JY 'Jetween the right and the left edge of the ' 
disc. The im3.ge is readily oriented by means of the belts, 
which lie a::.ong parallels of Jovian latitude. - '"· · 

It is necesfiary ) of course, to adopt some n·omenclature 
for the belts and zones. The diaQram on~ page 8 shows the 
terminology used by the British Astronomical Association 
and by the pr0sent Jovian observers Qf -The-Association of 
Lunar and Planetsry Observers . The pattern of belts and 
zones is subject to change, and it is impossible to predict 
its future aspect. A br·ief description of each mark ob
served is recorded. A careful study of the imaginary ex.
ample on page 8 should be helpful to tqe beginner . Any · 
feature:at.all may be observed . If the object is long, one 
may wish to . time .transits of its two longitudinal ends, L 

known as the prec.eding and following ends . The preceding 
end will transit first; it i~ the left end in a stmply in-
verted view. · 

Our readers may wish to know how the data are reduced 
and used. The observed time of transit supplies the longi
tude of the mark, referred to an arbitrarily selected zero 
meridian of longitude (like Greenwich on earth) and an 
arbitrary period of rotation . On Jupiter it is convenient 
to have two systems of longitude , System I for objects 
between the south edge of the North Equatoria.l Belt and the 
north edge of the South Equatorial Belt, inclusive, and 
System II for objects in other positions. System I has a 
per5 od of 9 hrs., 50 mins . , 30 sees. or an hourly longitu
dinsl motion of 36958. System II has a period of 9 hrs . , 
55 mins., 41 sees. or an hourly motion of 36Q26 . The longi
tude of the con~ral meridian in each system at 0 hours, 
Un!v0rsal ?ime (or Greenwich Civil Time), is given on pages 
41'3 .:mC. ·1':r' of the 1947 American Ephemeris and Nautical 
AL;i.c',_;8c:. 'Ibis vslu0, in.'!reasod--by the computable motion 
8Ii1(~0··c ~•:'s~, u,T., supplies the longitude of the spot. 
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If a spot is obsirved for some weeks or months, its 
observed lon gitudes m~y be. pl·o~_ted ·_against the correspond
ing times. One thus. gets.a graph shov:rJ..n~S its motion. 
This graph will be !1 straight -line if the .. -period is con
stant (even if not. ·identical with tha:t of th.~ System used), 
a more complicated curve if the period yaries. It is in 
practice not usually possible to recognize a Jovian feature 
from appearance only at successive presentations, and it 
becomes important to have a great many observations to 
enable reliable · Q_;raphs ~o be obtained. One hence wants 
many observers to assure adequate study of all portions. 
of the planE:!t. 

Central meridian transits of this sort have supplied 
practically all of our present knowledge of the motion of 
the clouds at the visible surface of Jupiter (and of 
Saturn). The well-known equatorial a~celeration has been 
noted above. 'Actv.ally, about a dozen-.:·different latitudinal 
currents have been identified. Different features along 
the same belt-edge often ~how dif:(ere.nt · motions. A circu
lating: ·motion of spots has ·been found in the South Tropical 
Zone between the Red Spot and the South Tropical Disturb
ance of the first 40 years of this century. The fastest 
current yet observed, period 9 hrs., 48 mins., is not near 
the equ~tpr. but at the south edge of the North Temperate 
Belt. On the ·north edge of this belt is the slowest 
current known, period 9 hrs., 56 mins. · 

Jupiter is now coming into the early evening sky 
and will continue observable there for some months. 

(See next page for Diagram) 

PLANETARY QUIZ 

(See Page 9 for Answers) 

.... Of what planets is the visible surface a solid surface? 

'Nhen Jupiter occults a star, does the star always 

3, 

5 .. 

di sap·;::-e ar at ·the visible edge of the planet? 

~ro~what planets would the earth sometimes be seen in 
u~posltio~ to the sun? 

ShGul.J the atmosphere of Mars thin out more rapidly 
with increaring altitude than that of the earth or not? 

'Nhat is th-3 largest moon of Saturn? 
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IMAGINARY SET OF CM TRANSITS 

CM 

SOUTH 

< < ( Ez-(Dir. of 
Rotation) 

' . . . ' .. ' .... , .... ·. . . . . ' . 

NORTH 
CM 

Fictitious View of Jupiter at 9:30P.M., E.S.T., on 
April 31, 1947. 

Abbreviations used above: 

N for North 
S for South 
B for Belt 
Z for Zone 
R for Region 

E for Equatorial 
Tr for Tropical 
T or Te for Temperate 
P for Polar 

Fictitious Record of Transits. April 31, 1947. 
3 -inch r efl. at 250X. Seeing fair to good. Sky clear. 

No. Mark E.S.T.Central 
1 Base Dark Projection 8:46 p .M • 

· S .Edge NEB 
2 Preceding End Bright Area 8:52 

S Edge NEB 
3 Following End Same .9:16 
4 Pre ceding End Darker 9:25 

Section SEBn 
5 Hump N Edge STB 9:36 
6 Center Dark Condensation 9:57 

N Edge NEB 
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G. Bruce Blair, 1059 Sierra Street, Reno, Nev&di', tcH.s 
kindly mentioned THE STROLLING ASTRONOMER in his A2TRCJ]\'CJ.viT 0 

CAL INFORMATION SHEETS. The purpose of thg se e~:r.e llnnt 
papers is to disseminate information on current astrorcmical 
events like novae, comets, etc. axnong observing 3.matenro. 
Subscribers receive 15 mailings, comprising about 50 t"imeo
graphed pages, for one dollar. 

Professor Blair further suggests a convention of 
Western Amateurs this summer, along the lines of Stellaphane, 
probably either in Oakland or Los Angeles. We urge our 
Weste rn readers to write to him their reaction to the idea. 

T. R. Hake, F. Garland, H. J • . .Carruthers, E. K. White, 
and others have sought to enlarge our subscription list. 
Our sincere thanks for their efforts; in return we will 
keep trying to improve THE STROLLING ASTRONOMER. 

The enthusiastic Frank Vaughn has sent us more photo
graphic copies of lunar and planetary views. We have a 
number of extra ones for interested members. Mr. Vaughn 
has also communicated several references to Saturnian rota
tion-determinations. Of special interest is a drawin~ of 
Saturn by V\f . Herschel (copied by Vaughn) from PHILOSOPHICAL 
TRANSACTIONS for 1794. Cassini's Division is shown all the 
way around, and Ring B is drawn shaded near its inner edge. 
The editor would opine that Sir William saw Saturn about 
as well as most modern &-to 10-inch telescopes can reveal 
it. 

Larry Braymer saw a telescopic meteor near Jupiter 
with 15X binoculars on April 8. Lunar and planetary work 
is perhaps the worst branch of observational astronomy for 
seeing telescopic meteors (small and brightly lit fields 
of view), but we will be glad to forward any such reports 
to persons specializing on meteors. 

PLANETARY QUIZ ANSWERS 

(Questions on Page Number 7) 

1. Mercury and Mars only. 
2. Not always. The phase is not usually exactly 

full; hence the visible edge need not be the 
true edge. 

3. Mercury and Venus, with orbits inside that 
of the earth. 

4. Much less rapidly, because of the smaller 
surfac·e grav~tation. 

5. Titan. 
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